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Hidden in Plain
Sight: The
Shocking Origins
of the Jeffrey
Epstein Case
Source:

https://www.mintpressnews.com/shocki
ng-origins-jeffrey-epstein-blackmailroy-cohn/260621/
By Whitney Webb

Epstein’s arrest has again
brought increased media
attention to many of his famous
friends, the current president
among them.
Many questions have since been
asked about how much Epstein’s
famous friends knew of his
activities and exactly what
Epstein was up to. The latter
arguably received the most
attention after it was reported
that Alex Acosta — who
arranged Epstein’s “sweetheart”
deal in 2008 and who recently
resigned as Donald Trump’s
Labor Secretary following
Epstein’s arrest — claimed that
the mysterious billionaire had
worked for “intelligence.”
Other investigations have made
it increasingly clear that Epstein
was running a blackmail
operation, as he had bugged the
venues — whether at his New
York mansion or Caribbean
island getaway — with
microphones and cameras to
record the salacious interactions
that transpired between his

guests and the underage girls
that Epstein exploited. Epstein
appeared to have stored much of
that blackmail in a safe on his
private island.

used for their own, often dark,
purposes.

In Part I of this exclusive
investigation, MintPress will
examine how a mob-linked
Claims of Epstein’s links and his businessman with deep ties to
involvement in a sophisticated, notorious gangster Meyer
well-funded sexual blackmail
Lansky developed close ties with
operation have, surprisingly,
the Federal Bureau of
spurred few media outlets to
Investigation (FBI) while also
examine the history of
running a sexual blackmail
intelligence agencies both in the operation for decades, which
U.S. and abroad conducting
later became a covert part of the
similar sexual blackmail
anti-communist crusade of the
operations, many of which also 1950s led by Senator Joseph
involved underage prostitutes. McCarthy (R-WI), himself
known throughout Washington
for having a habit of drunkenly
In the U.S. alone, the CIA
groping underage teenaged girls.
operated numerous sexual
blackmail operations throughout
the country, employing
Yet, it would be one of
prostitutes to target foreign
McCarthy’s closest aides who
diplomats in what the
would take over the ring in later
Washington Post once
years, trafficking minors and
nicknamed the CIA’s “love
expanding this sexual blackmail
traps.” If one goes even farther operation at the same time he
back into the U.S. historical
expanded his own political
record it becomes apparent that influence, putting him in close
these tactics and their use
contact with prominent figures
against powerful political and
including former President
influential figures significantly Ronald Reagan and a man who
predate the CIA and even its
would later become president,
precursor, the Office of Strategic Donald Trump.
Services (OSS). In fact, they
were pioneered years earlier by As will be revealed in Part II,
none other than the American
after his death, this blackmail
mafia.
operation continued under
In the course of this
investigation, MintPress
discovered that a handful of
figures who were influential in
American organized crime
during and after Prohibition
were directly engaged in sexual
blackmail operations that they
1

various successors in different
cities and there is strong
evidence that Jeffrey Epstein
became one of them.

Samuel Bronfman and the
Mob
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The Prohibition Era in the
that led many prominent
United States is often used as an Soon after Prohibition ended in members of the mob in the
example of how banning
Canada, it began in the United United States to favor Bronfman
recreational substances not only States and, by the time the flow as a business partner. Bronfman
increases their popularity but
of illegal alcohol had turned the liquor was purchased in massive
also causes a boom in criminal other way, the Bronfmans –
quantities by many crime lords
activity. Indeed, it was
whose business ventures were who still live on in American
Prohibition that greatly
then being led by Sam Bronfman legend, including Charles
increased the strength of the
“Lucky” Luciano, Moe Dalitz,
and his brothers — were
American mafia, as the top
Abner “Longy” Zwillman and
relatively late to an already
crime lords of the day grew rich flourishing bootlegging trade.
Meyer Lansky.
through the clandestine trade and
sale of alcohol in addition to
“We were late starters in the two Most of Bronfman’s mob
gambling and other activities.
most lucrative markets – on the associates during Prohibition
high seas and across the Detroit were members of what became
It is through the bootlegging
known as the National Crime
River. What came out of the
trade of the 1920s and the early border trade in Saskatchewan
Syndicate, which a 1950s Senate
1930s that this story begins, as it was insignificant by
investigative body known as the
brought together key figures
Kefauver Committee described
comparison,” Bronfman once
whose successors and affiliates told Canadian journalist Terence as a confederation dominated by
would eventually create a series Robertson, who was then writing Italian-American and Jewishof blackmail and sex trafficking a biography of Bronfman.
American mobs. During that
rings that would give rise to the Nonetheless, “this was when we investigation, some of the
likes of Jeffrey Epstein, the
started to make our real money,” biggest names in the American
“Lolita Express” and “Orgy
mafia named Bronfman as a
Bronfman recounted.
Island.”
central figure in their
Robertson’s biography on
Bronfman was never published, bootlegging operations. The
widow of notorious American
Samuel Bronfman never planned as he died under mysterious
mob boss Meyer Lansky even
to become a major producer of circumstances soon after
warning his colleagues that he recounted how Bronfman had
liquor but true to his family’s
thrown lavish dinner parties for
last name, which means “brandy had uncovered unsavory
man” in Yiddish, he eventually information about the Bronfman her husband.
began distributing alcohol as an family.
extension of his family’s hotel
Years later, Samuel Bronfman’s
business. During Canada’s
children and grandchildren, their
Prohibition period, which was
family’s ties to the criminal
briefer than and preceded that of
underworld intact, would later
its southern neighbor, the
go on to associate closely with
Bronfman family business used
Leslie Wexner, allegedly the
loopholes to skirt the law and
source of much of Epstein’s
find technically legal ways to
mysterious wealth, and other
Samuel Bronfman pictured in 1937 with his sons
sell alcohol in the hotels and
mob-linked “philanthropists,”
Edgar and Charles
stores the family owned. The
and some would even manage
Key to Bronfman’s success
family relied on its connections
their own sexual blackmail
during American Prohibition
with members of the American
operations, including the
were the ties his family had
mafia to illegally smuggle
recently busted blackmail-based
cultivated with organized crime
alcohol from the United States.
“sex cult” NXIVM. The later
during Canada’s Prohibition, ties
2
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generations of the Bronfman
family, particularly Samuel
Bronfman’s sons Edgar and
Charles, will be discussed in
greater detail in Part II of this
report.

following Churchill’s advice to
prepare for Repeal. However, he
was clearly involved in
bootlegging operations and was
even indicted for bootlegging in
1929, though he evaded
conviction. Like Bronfman,
Rosenstiel was close to
Lewis Rosenstiel’s dark organized crime, particularly
secret
members of the mostly JewishAmerican and Italian-American
mob alliance known as the
Crucial to Bronfman’s
National Crime Syndicate.
Prohibition-era bootlegging
operations were two middlemen,
one of whom was Lewis “Lew” Subsequent New York state
Rosenstiel. Rosenstiel got his
congressional investigations
start working at his uncle’s
would allege that Rosenstiel
distillery in Kentucky before
“was part of a ‘consortium’ with
Prohibition. Once the law
underworld figures that bought
banning alcohol was in force,
liquor in Canada [from Samuel
Rosenstiel created the Schenley Bronfman]”, whose other
Products Company, which would members were “Meyer Lansky,
later become one of the largest the reputed organized crime
liquor companies in North
leader; Joseph Fusco, an
America.
associate of late Chicago
gangster Al Capone and Joseph
Linsey, a Boston man Mr. Kelly
Though he was a high school
[the congressional investigator
drop-out and not particularly
testifying] identified as a
well-connected socially at the
convicted bootlegger.”
time, Rosenstiel happened to
have a “chance” meeting with Rosenstiel’s relationship with
Winston Churchill in 1922 while these men, particularly Lansky,
would continue long after
on vacation in the French
Riviera. According to the New Prohibition and Samuel
York Times, Churchill “advised Bronfman, for his part, would
him [Rosenstiel] to prepare for also maintain his mob ties.

in 1957.
Despite their similar
backgrounds as bootlegger
barons turned “respectable”
businessmen, Bronfman’s and
Rosenstiel’s personalities were
drastically different and their
relationship was complicated, at
best. One example of the
dissimilarities between North
America’s top liquor barons was
how they treated their staff.
Bronfman was not necessarily
known for being a cruel boss,
whereas Rosenstiel was known
for his erratic and “monstrous”
behavior towards employees as
well as his unusual practice of
bugging his offices in order to
hear what employees said about
him when he wasn’t present.

Rosenstiel was connected to both the FBI and to
organized crime

Such differences between
Bronfman and Rosenstiel were
the return of liquor sales in the
United States.” Rosenstiel
In addition to his friends in the also reflected in their personal
somehow managed to secure the mob, Rosenstiel also cultivated lives. While Bronfman married
only once and was loyal to his
funding of the elite and
close ties with the FBI,
respected Wall Street firm
developing a close relationship wife, Rosenstiel was married
five times and was known for
Lehman Brothers to finance his with longtime FBI Director J.
his relatively closeted bisexual
purchase of shuttered distilleries. Edgar Hoover and making
antics, a part of his life that was
Hoover’s right-hand man and
well-known to many of his close
Officially, Rosenstiel is said to longtime assistant at the FBI,
associates and employees.
Louis Nichols, the Vice
have built his company and
President of his Schenley empire
wealth after Prohibition, by
3
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Though for years there were
would later become more
only hints to this other side of
sophisticated and grow
the controversial businessman, dramatically in the 1950s under
details emerged years later
Rosenstiel’s “field commander”
during a divorce proceeding
(a nickname given by Rosenstiel
brought by Rosenstiel’s fourth to an individual to be named
wife, Susan Kaufman, that
shortly in this report). Many of
would back the claims. Kaufman the people connected to
alleged that Rosenstiel hosted
Rosenstiel’s “field commander”
extravagant parties that included during the 70s and 80s have
“boy prostitutes” that her
again found their names in the
husband had hired “for the
press following the recent arrest
enjoyment” of certain guests,
of Jeffrey Epstein.
which included important
government officials and
The “Untouchable”
prominent figures in America’s
Mobster
criminal underworld. Kaufman
would later make the same
claims under oath during the
Bronfman and Rosenstiel
hearing of the New York’s State became legendary in the North
Joint Legislative Committee on American liquor business, in
Crime in the early 1970s.
part due to their fight for

relationships to powerful
businessmen like Bronfman and
Rosenstiel (among many others),
the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) and the U.S.
intelligence community as well
as his role in establishing several
blackmail and extortion rings
which helped him keep the law
at arm’s length. Indeed, when
Lansky was finally charged with
a crime in the 1970s, it was the
Internal Revenue Service that
brought the charges, not the FBI,
and he was charged with and
acquitted of tax evasion.

Lansky was remarkably close to
both Bronfman and Rosenstiel.
Bronfman regularly threw
“lavish dinner parties” in
Lansky’s honor both during and
supremacy in the industry, which after Prohibition. These parties
Not only did Rosenstiel organize the New York Times described were remembered fondly by
these parties, but he also made as often erupting “into bitter
Lansky’s wife, and Lansky, in
personal and corporate battles.” turn, did favors for Bronfman
sure that their venues were
bugged with microphones that Despite their dueling in the
ranging from exclusive
recorded the antics of his high- corporate world, the one thing protection of his shipments
that united the two businessmen during Prohibition to getting him
profile guests. Those audio
more than anything else was
recordings, Kaufman alleged,
tickets to coveted “fight of the
were then kept for the purpose of their close connection to
century” boxing matches.
blackmail. Though Kaufman’s American organized crime,
particularly renowned mobster,
claims are shocking, her
Rosenstiel also threw regular
testimony was deemed credible Meyer Lansky.
dinner parties honoring Lansky.
and held in high regard by the
Susan Kaufman, Rosenstiel’s exformer chief counsel of the
Lansky is one of the most
wife, claimed to have taken
Crime Committee, New York
notorious gangsters in the
numerous pictures of her exJudge Edward McLaughlin, and history of American organized husband and Lansky socializing
committee investigator William crime and is notable for being and partying together, photos
Gallinaro and aspects of her
the only famous mobster that
that were also seen by Mary
testimony were later
rose to notoriety in the 1920s
Nichols of The Philadelphia
corroborated by two separate
that managed to die an old man Inquirer. In addition, Lansky, per
witnesses who were unknown to and never serve a day in jail.
Kaufman’s recollection, was one
Kaufman.
of the individuals that Rosenstiel
Lansky’s long life and ability to sought to protect from legal
These blackmail “parties” offer a avoid prison time was largely
scrutiny as part of his child
window into an operation that the result of his close
prostitution and blackmail ring
4
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targeting high-ranking officials,
also aware that the
who did public relations work
and he was overheard saying
government’s Faustian pact with for Lansky and was said to be of
that if the government “ever
the Mafia during World War II “interest” to the CIA by the
brings pressure against Lansky
had allowed the hoods to
agency’s then-inspector general
or any of us, we’ll use this [a
insinuate themselves into
J.S. Earman. Harry “Happy”
specific recording taken at one
mainstream America. In return Meltzer was also another Lansky
of the “parties”] as blackmail.” for services rendered during the associate that was a CIA asset
war, Mafia bosses were
and the CIA asked Meltzer to
protected
from
prosecution
for
join an assassination team in
Lansky was known to address
dozens of unsolved murders. December 1960.
Rosenstiel as “Supreme
[…]
Commander,” a title that would
later be used to refer to
Rosenstiel by another individual The Mafia was a huge problem
deeply connected to the mob and in 1951 [when the Kefauver
sexual blackmail operations,
Committee was convened],
previously referred to in this
equivalent to terrorism today.
report as Rosenstiel’s “Field
But it was also a protected
Commander.”
branch of the CIA, which was
co-opting criminal
Lansky also had close ties to the organizations around the world
and using them in its secret war
CIA and U.S. military
against the Soviets and Red
intelligence. During World War
Chinese. The Mafia had
II, Lansky –along with his
collaborated
with Uncle Sam
associate Benjamin “Bugsy”
and had emerged from World
Siegel — worked with Naval
War II energized and
intelligence in what was
empowered. They controlled
codenamed “Operation
cities across the country.”
Underworld,” an operation that

In addition to the CIA, Lansky
was also connected to a foreign
intelligence agency through
Tibor Rosenbaum, an arms
procurer and high-ranking
official in Israel’s Mossad,
whose bank – the International
Credit Bank of Geneva –
laundered much of Lansky’s illgotten gains and recycled it into
legitimate American businesses.

the government denied for over
40 years.
Indeed, the CIA forged ties with Lansky outside the High Court of Israel where he
Lansky not long after its creation sought permission to emigrate in 1972. Photo |
AP
Journalist and noted chronicler at the behest of CIA
Journalist
Ed
Reid,
author of the
of CIA covert activities, Douglas counterintelligence chief James Virginia Hill biography The
Valentine, noted in his book The J. Angleton. The CIA would
Mistress and the Mafia, wrote
CIA as Organized Crime: How later turn to the Lansky-linked that Lansky was attempting to
mob in the early 1960s as part of
Illegal Operations Corrupt
entrap powerful people through
America and the World that the its consistently fruitless quest to sexual blackmail as far back as
government’s cooperation with assassinate the Cuban leader,
1939. Reid contends that Lansky
the mafia during World War II showing that the CIA maintained sent Ms. Hill to Mexico, where
led to its expansion after the war its contacts with Lanskycontrolled elements of the mafia his West Coast connections had
and set the stage for its future
established a drug ring that later
long after the initial meeting
collaboration with U.S.
involved the OSS, the forerunner
with Lansky took place.
Intelligence.
to the CIA, to seduce numerous
“top politicians, army officers,
The
CIA
also
had
close
diplomats and police officials.”
According to Valentine:
connections to associates of
“Top government officials were Lansky, such as Edward Moss,
5
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Eventually, Lansky was credited
with obtaining compromising
photos of FBI director J. Edgar
Hoover sometime in the 1940s,
which showed “Hoover in some
kind of gay situation”, according
to a former Lansky associate
who also said that Lansky had
often claimed, “I fixed that
sonofabitch.” The photos
showed Hoover engaged in
sexual activity with his longtime friend, FBI deputy director
Clyde Tolson.

according to several mob
sources, involved his
homosexuality.” This anecdote
shows that Lanksy and the CIA
maintained a covert relationship,
which included, among other
things, the sharing of blackmail
material (i.e. “intelligence”).

entrenched in the U.S.
establishment that it was
untouchable.

Congressional crime consultant
Ralph Salerno told Summers in
1993 that Hoover’s willful
ignorance of organized crime for
most of his career as FBI
It is also possible that Hoover
director “allowed organized
was ensnared by the mob during crime to grow very strong in
one of Rosenstiel’s blackmail
economic and political terms, so
“parties,” at which Hoover
that it became a much bigger
sometimes found himself in
threat to the wellbeing of this
attendance with prominent
country than it would have been
At some point, these photos fell figures of the mafia. Hoover was if it had been addressed much
into the hands of CIA
said to have worn women’s
sooner.”
counterintelligence chief James clothing at the some of the
J. Angleton, who later showed events and Meyer Lansky’s wife
J. Edgar Hoover:
the photos to several other CIA later said that her husband had
Blackmail Victim?
officials, including John Weitz photos of the former FBI
and Gordon Novel. Angleton
director in drag. Furthermore,
was in charge of the CIA’s
Hoover is on record showing an Most records place the
relationship with the FBI and
unusual concern in the FBI’s
beginning of Hoover’s
Israel’s Mossad until he left the handling of Rosenstiel’s criminal relationship with Rosenstiel in
agency in 1972 and, as was
links as early as 1939, the same the 1950s, the same decade
recently mentioned, he was also year that his close associate
when Susan Kaufman reported
in contact with Lansky.
Lansky was actively
that Hoover was attending
orchestrating the sexual
Rosenstiel’s blackmail parties.
Anthony Summers , former BBC blackmail of powerful political Rosenstiel’s FBI file, obtained
by Anthony Summers, cites the
journalist and author of Official figures.

first Rosenstiel meeting as
taking place in 1956, though
The blackmail acquired on
Summers notes that there is
Hoover and the mob’s
possession of the evidence has evidence that they had met much
been cited as a major factor in earlier. After requesting the
meeting, Rosenstiel was granted
Hoover’s decades-long denial
a personal face to face with the
that nationwide networks of
organized crime were a serious director in a matter of hours. The
FBI file on Rosenstiel also
issue. Hoover asserted that it
reveals that the liquor baron
was
a
decentralized,
local
issue
Summers also stated that “To
heavily lobbied Hoover to aid
and therefore outside of the
[gangster Frank] Costello and
his business interests.
bureau’s
jurisdiction.
By
the
Lansky, the ability to corrupt
time Hoover finally
politicians, policemen and
acknowledged the existence of During that time, the salacious
judges was fundamental to
details of Hoover’s sex life were
Mafia operations. The way they national organized crime
networks
in
1963,
it
was
so
already known to the U.S.
found to deal with Hoover,
and Confidential: The Secret
Life of J. Edgar Hoover, has
argued that it was not Lansky,
but William Donovan, the
director of the OSS, who
obtained the original photos of
Hoover and later shared them
with Lansky.
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intelligence community and to
the mob, and Hoover was aware
that they knew of his closeted
sexuality and penchant for
women’s clothing. Yet, Hoover
apparently seemed to embrace
the very type of sexual
blackmail operation that had
compromised his private life,
given that he was seen at many
of Rosenstiel’s “blackmail”
parties in the 1950s and 1960s,
including at venues such as
Rosenstiel’s personal home and
later at Manhattan’s Plaza Hotel.
Hoover’s penchant for dressing
in drag was also described by
two witnesses who were not
connected to Susan Kaufman.

powerful people in Washington
and beyond, files he used to gain
favors and protect his status as
FBI director for as long as he
wished.

which can be seen in
Rosenstiel’s hiring of long-time
Hoover aide Louis Nichols as
the Vice President of his
Schenley liquor empire and
Rosenstiel’s donation of over $1
million to the J. Edgar Hoover
Hoover’s own propensity for
blackmail suggests that he may Foundation, which Nichols also
ran at the time.
have associated with

Rosenstiel’s sexual blackmail
operation more directly, given he There is also more than one
already knew he was
documented occasion wherein
compromised and his
Hoover attempted to use
involvement in the operation
blackmail to protect Rosenstiel
would have served as a means of and his “field commander,” none
procuring the blackmail he
other than the infamous Roy
coveted for his own purposes. Cohn, the other key figure in
Indeed, if Hoover was merely
Rosenstiel’s sexual blackmail
being blackmailed and extorted operation involving minors.
by the Lansky-Rosenstiel
connected mob, it is unlikely
The Making of a Monster
that he would have been so
friendly to Rosenstiel, Lansky
and the other mobsters at these Decades after his death, Roy
Cohn remains a controversial
gatherings and participated in
figure in large part because of
them with such regularity.
his close, personal relationship
Hoover with Dorothy Lamour on the set of The
with current U.S. President
Greatest Show on Earth in 1951
According to journalist and
Donald Trump. Yet reports on
Soon after their first “official” author Burton Hersh, Hoover
Cohn, both in recent and in past
meeting, the public relationship was also tied to Sherman
years, often miss the mark in
Kaminsky, who ran a sexual
between the two men quickly
their characterization of the man
blackmail operation in New
flourished, with Hoover even
who became closely associated
sending Rosenstiel flowers when York involving young male
prostitutes. That operation was with the Reagan White House,
he fell ill. Summers reported
busted and investigated in 1966 the CIA, the FBI, organized
that, in 1957, Rosenstiel was
crime and, incidentally, many of
extortion probe led by
heard telling Hoover during a
the figures who would later
Manhattan District Attorney
meeting, “your wish is my
surround Jeffrey Epstein.
command.” Their relationship Frank Hogan, though the FBI
quickly took over the
remained close and intimate
To understand the true nature of
investigation and photos of
throughout the 1960s and
the man, it is essential to
Hoover
and
Kaminsky
together
beyond.
soon disappeared from the case examine his rise to power in the
early 1950s, when at just 23
file.
Like Rosenstiel, Hoover was
years old, he became a key
well-known for amassing
figure in the high-profile trial of
Hoover and Rosenstiel’s deep
blackmail on friend and foe
Soviet spies Ethel and Julius
alike. Hoover’s office contained ties would continue to develop
Rosenberg and later in the
over the years, an example of
“secret files” on numerous
7
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House Un-American Activities
Committee (HUAC) led by
Senator Joseph McCarthy.

Cohn and Rosenstiel was close
and was often likened to that of
a father and son. They were said
to frequently salute each other in
public and remained close until
Cohn’s dedication to antiRosenstiel was near death, at
communist activities in the
which point Cohn attempted to
1950s is allegedly what first
endeared him to J. Edgar Hoover trick his then-barely conscious
who he first met in 1952. During and senile “friend” and client
into naming him the executor
that meeting, as described by
and trustee of the liquor
Hersh in Bobby and J. Edgar:
The Historic Face-Off Between magnate’s estate, valued at $75
million (more than $334 million
the Kennedys and J. Edgar
in today’s dollars).
Hoover That Transformed

Washington. Hoover’s
recommendation of Cohn would
become the deciding factor in
his appointment as Sen.
McCarthy’s general counsel over
Robert Kennedy, a rival and
bitter enemy of Cohn’s.

America, Hoover expressed
McCarthy covers the mic while having a
admiration for Cohn’s
LIFE magazine reported in 1969
whispered discussion with Cohn during a 1954
aggressive and manipulative
that Cohn and Rosenstiel had for
committee hearing. Photo | AP
tactics and told Cohn to “call me years referred to one another as Though Cohn was ruthless and
directly” whenever he had
“Field Commander” and
seemingly untouchable as
information worth sharing. From “Supreme Commander,”
McCarthy’s counsel and helped
that point on, Cohn and Hoover respectively. Media references to the Senator destroy many careers
“traded favors, effusive
these nicknames appear in other during both the red and lavender
compliments, gifts and elaborate articles from the period.
scares, his antics in relation to
private dinners. It quickly
his work on the committee
became ‘Roy’ and ‘Edgar.’”
Though LIFE and other outlets would eventually lead to his
Hersh also describes Hoover as had interpreted this as merely an downfall after he attempted to
Cohn’s soon to be “consigliere.” anecdote about the nicknames blackmail the Army in return for
preferential treatment for
shared in jest between close
The date and circumstances
friends, the fact that notorious committee consultant and
around Cohn’s introduction to crime lord Meyer Lansky also Cohn’s rumored lover, David
Schine.
Rosenstiel is harder to come by. called Rosenstiel “Supreme
It is possible that the connection Commander” and the fact that
was made through Roy Cohn’s Cohn and Rosenstiel would later After he was forced to leave
father, Albert Cohn, a prominent become intimately involved in McCarthy’s side due to the
judge and an influential figure in the same pedophile sex ring,
scandal, Cohn returned to New
the New York City Democratic suggests that there may have
York to live with his mother and
Party apparatus then-run by
been more to these “nicknames.” practice law. A few years later
Edward Flynn. It was later
After all, the mob to which
New York Judge David Peck, a
revealed that the Democratic
Rosenstiel was connected often long-time associate of former
organization dominated by
used military-themed titles like CIA director Alan Dulles,
Flynn and based in the Bronx
“soldier” and “lieutenant” to
orchestrated Cohn’s hire to the
had long-standing connections to differentiate the rank and
New York law firm, Saxe, Bacon
organized crime, including
importance of its members.
and O’Shea, which would later
associates of Meyer Lansky.
become Saxe, Bacon and Bolan
after Tom Bolan, a friend of
Once he had made his
Regardless of how or when it
connection with Hoover, Cohn’s Cohn’s, became a partner in the
began, the relationship between star began to rise even higher in firm. Upon his hire, Cohn
8
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brought the firm a slew of mafia- tasked with investigating Cohn
linked clients, including high- for a case well after Kaufman’s
ranking members of the
testimony, also found evidence
Gambino crime family, the
of the “blue suite” at the Plaza
Genovese crime family and, of Hotel and its role in a sex
course, Lewis Rosenstiel.
extortion ring after combing
through local government
documents and information
What happened in Suite gathered by private detectives.
Flags fly over the main entrance of the Plaza
Hotel in New York City in 1982. Suzanne Vlamis
233?
| AP
Klotz later told journalist and
author Burton Hersh what he
Rothstein told John DeCamp the
following about Roy Cohn:
The connections Roy Cohn built had learned:
during the 1950s made him a
well-known public figure and
“Roy Cohn was providing
“Cohn’s job was to run the little
translated into great political
protection. There were a bunch boys. Say you had an admiral, a
influence which peaked during
of pedophiles involved. That’s
general, a congressman, who
the presidency of Ronald
where Cohn got his power from did not want to go along with
Reagan. Yet, as Cohn built his
— blackmail.”
the program. Cohn’s job was to
public image, he was also
set them up, then they would go
developing a dark private life
along. Cohn told me that
Perhaps the most damning
which would come to be
himself.”
confirmation of Cohn’s activities
dominated by the same
in Suite 233 comes from
blackmail pedophile racket that
statements made by Cohn
Rothstein later told Paul David
appears to have first begun with
himself to former NYPD
Collins, a former journalist
Lewis Rosenstiel.
detective and ex-head of the
turned researcher, that Cohn had
department’s Human-Trafficking also identified this sexual
One of the “blackmail” parties and Vice-related Crimes
blackmail operation as being
Susan Kaufman attended with division, James Rothstein.
part of the anti-communist
her then-husband Lewis
Rothstein later told John
crusade of the time.
Rosenstiel was hosted by Cohn Decamp, a former Nebraska
in 1958 at Manhattan’s Plaza
state senator who investigated a
The fact that Cohn, per
Hotel, suite 233. Kaufman
government-connected child sex
Rothstein’s recollection, stated
described Cohn’s suite as a
ring based in Omaha, among
that the child-sex blackmail ring
“beautiful suite…all done in
other investigators, that Cohn
light blue.” She described being had admitted to being part of a was part of the governmentsponsored anticommunist
introduced to Hoover, who was sexual blackmail operation
in drag, by Cohn, who told her targeting politicians with child crusade suggests that elements
that Hoover’s name was “Mary” prostitutes during a sit-in down of the government, including
Hoover’s FBI, may have been
in a fit of barely concealed
interview with the former
connected at a much broader
laughter. Kaufman testified that detective.
level than Hoover’s own
young underage boys were
personal involvement given that
present and Kaufman claimed
the FBI closely coordinated with
that Cohn, Hoover and her exMcCarthy and Cohn for much of
husband engaged in sexual
the red scare.
activity with these minors.
It is also worth noting that

New York attorney John Klotz,
9
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among Hoover’s many “secret”
blackmail files was a sizeable
dossier on Senator McCarthy,
the contents of which strongly
suggested that the Senator
himself was interested in
underage girls. According to
journalist and author David
Talbot, Hoover’s file on
McCarthy was “filled with
disturbing stories about
McCarthy’s habit of drunkenly
groping young girls’ breasts and
buttocks. The stories were so
widespread that they became
‘common knowledge’ in the
capital, according to one FBI
chronicler.”

was said to have been present at like Donald Trump — was also a
some of these parties Cohn
protégé of Cohn, said the
hosted at the Plaza Hotel.
following about Cohn’s sex life
during an interview with The
New Yorker in 2008:
Spellman, one of the most

powerful figures in the Catholic
Church in North America who
was sometimes referred to as
“America’s Pope” was accused
of not only condoning
pedophilia in the Catholic
church and ordaining known
pedophiles including Cardinal
Theodore “Uncle Teddy”
McCarrick, but also engaging in
it himself to such an extent that
many New York area priests
widely referred to him as
“Mary.” Furthermore, J. Edgar
Talbot, in his book The Devil’s Hoover was said to have a file
Chessboard, also cites Walter
detailing the Cardinal’s sex life,
Trohan, Washington Bureau
suggesting Spellman’s
Chief of the Chicago Tribune, as involvement in the ring and
having personally witnessed
pedophile protection racket in
McCarthy’s habit of molesting which Cohn and Hoover were
young women. “He just couldn’t personally involved.
keep his hands off young girls,”
Trohan would later say. “Why
the Communist opposition didn’t
plant a minor on him and raise
the cry of statutory rape, I don’t
know.” Perhaps the answer lies
in the fact that those “planting”
Cardinal Francis ‘Franny’ Spellman. Photo |
Museum of the City of New York
minors on their political foes
were McCarthy’s allies and close People close to Cohn often
remarked that he was frequently
associates, not his enemies.
surrounded by groups of young
boys, but seemed to think
The question that necessarily
nothing of it. Similar off-handed
arises from revelations regarding
comments about Epstein’s
Cohn’s activities in Suite 233 is
penchant for minors were made
who else was Cohn “protecting”
by those close to him prior to his
and servicing with underage
arrest.
prostitutes? One of them could
very well have been one of
Cohn’s close friends and clients, Controversial Republican
Cardinal Francis Spellman of the political operative and “dirty
Archdiocese of New York, who trickster” Roger Stone, who —
10

“Roy was not gay. He was a
man who liked having sex with
men. Gays were weak,
effeminate. He always seemed to
have these young blond boys
around. It just wasn’t discussed.
He was interested in power and
access.” (emphasis added)
Compare this quote from Stone
to what Donald Trump, who was
also close to Cohn, would later
say about Jeffrey Epstein, with
whom he was also closely
associated:
“I’ve known Jeff for 15 years.
Terrific guy. He’s a lot of fun to
be with. It is even said that he
likes beautiful women as much
as I do, and many of them are on
the younger side. No doubt
about it — Jeffrey enjoys his
social life.” (emphasis added)
Though it is unknown how long
the sex ring at the Plaza Hotel
continued, and if it continued
after Cohn’s death from AIDS in
1986, it is worth noting that
Donald Trump purchased the
Plaza Hotel in 1988. It would
later be reported and confirmed
by then-attendees that Trump
“used to host parties in suites at
the Plaza Hotel when he owned
it, where young women and girls
were introduced to older, richer
men” and “illegal drugs and
young women were passed
around and used.”
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1980s would later come to
Andy Lucchesi, a male model surround Jeffrey Epstein, with
who had helped organize some their names later appearing in
of these Plaza Hotel parties for Epstein’s now-infamous “little
Trump said the following when black book”.
asked about the age of the
women present: “A lot of girls,
14, look 24. That’s as juicy as I
can get. I never asked how old
they were; I just partook. I did
partake in activities that would
be controversial, too.”

through his sexual blackmail
operation will likely never be
known.

As Part II of this exclusive
investigation will reveal, Cohn
and Epstein, and the sexual
blackmail operations they ran
share many things in common,
including not only many of the
same famous friends and
patrons, but also connections to
intelligence agencies and
Reagan meets with Rupert Murdoch, U.S.
Information Agency Director Charles Wick, and consortiums of mob-linked
The Roy Cohn Machine Roy Cohn in the Oval Office in 1983. Photo |
businessmen, the modern-day
Reagan presidential library
While President Trump is clearly equivalents of Samuel Bronfman
Roy Cohn was only at the
connected to both Epstein and and Lewis Rosenstiel who have
beginning of his career when he Cohn, Cohn’s network also
since rebranded as
waded his way into the
extends to former President Bill “philanthropists.”
underground sexual blackmail Clinton, whose friend and
ring apparently led by Lewis
longtime political advisor,
Part II will also reveal that
Rosenstiel. Indeed, when Cohn Richard “Dirty Dick” Morris,
Cohn’s operation was known to
first met Hoover, he was only 23 was Cohn’s cousin and close
have successors, as revealed by a
years old. Over the next three
associate. Morris was also close series of scandals in the early
decades or so, before his death to Clinton’s former
1990s that have since been
from AIDS-related
communications director,
swept under the rug. The
complications in 1986 at the age George Stephanopoulos, who is
significant amount of overlap
of 56, Cohn built a well-oiled
also associated with Jeffrey
between Epstein’s and Cohn’s
machine, largely through his
Epstein.
covert activities in sexual
close friendships with some of
blackmail and their ties to many
the country’s most influential
of the same powerful individuals
Yet, these were only Cohn’s
figures.
and circles of influence strongly
connections to respectable
members of the establishment. suggest that Epstein was one of
Among Cohn’s friends were top He was also known for his deep Cohn’s successors.
media personalities like Barbara connections to the mob and
Walters, former CIA directors, gained prominence largely for
As will be shown in the final
Ronald Reagan and wife Nancy, his ability to connect key figures
installment of this report,
media moguls Rupert Murdoch in the criminal underworld to
Epstein is only the latest
and Mort Zuckerman, numerous respected influential figures
incarnation of a much older,
celebrities, prominent lawyers acceptable to the public sphere.
more extensive and sophisticated
like Alan Dershowitz, top
Ultimately, as New York
operation that offers a
figures in the Catholic Church attorney John Klotz stated,
frightening window into how
and leading Jewish organizations Cohn’s most powerful tool was
deeply tied the U.S. government
like B’nai B’rith and the World blackmail, which he used against
is to the modern-day equivalents
Jewish Congress. Many of the friend and foe, gangster or
of organized crime, making it a
same names that surrounded
public official alike. How much racket truly too big to fail.
Cohn until death in the late
of that blackmail he acquired
11
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Why The BBC
acts as a
Propaganda
Outlet for Israel–
An Insider View

system to deter and punish
anyone who dares to question
the Zionist narrative.

Q: What about political
impartiality, supposedly a core
BBC value?

Q: When did the BBC become
openly biased?
A: Unfortunately, there are many
examples of such pro- Israel
hype, some blatant and others
A: The BBC has always been
Source:
who slant the news by use of
biased towards Israel, and its
https://gilad.online/writings/2019/7/14/
emphasis and/or omission. For
why-the-bbc-acts-as-a-propaganda- bias has been well documented.
instance, there was Sarah
The reasons for this bias have
outlet-for-israel-an-insider-view
long been the subject of serious Montague’s interview with
Israel’s defence minister, Moshe
academic studies, the best
By Gilad Atzmom
known of which is Greg Philo’s Ya’alon, in March 2015, Head of
Statistics’ Anthony Reuben’s
“The BBC is institutionally pro- and Mike Berry’s More Bad
reflection on fatalities in Gaza,
News from Israel. In fact, in
Zionist and institutionally
and the utilization of Gil
spineless” says former BBC 2006 an independent report
Hoffman, an Israeli army
commissioned by the BBC’s
senior editor.
own governing body concluded reservist and chief political
In an attempt to grasp why the that the BBC’s coverage of the correspondent for the Jerusalem
British national broadcaster fails Israeli-Palestinian conflict “does Post to write for the BBC News
to fulfil its core mission to report not consistently constitute a full website to mention but a few.
the news in as unbiased a
and fair account of the conflict
manner as possible, I
but rather, in important respects, Q: Does the broadcaster have
interviewed a former senior
presents an incomplete and in
editor for the BBC. The editor, a that sense misleading picture.” the means or inclination to fix
itself ?
35 year veteran of the BBC,
reveals the culture that has
steered the BBC into its present Q: Who and what drove this
position as a Zionist mouthpiece. cultural and political direction A: In my opinion, the chances of
within the corporation?
the BBC fixing itself is about
zero. Apart from what I have
In acting as a whistle blower, the
A:
There
are
a
number
of
said above, it is a cowardly,
former editor risks severe
drivers behind this biased BBC spineless organisation. Not only
consequences. In Britain
culture. The most important is does it always pursue the path of
leading journalists have been
the fact that a small number of least resistance by selecting to
locked behind bars and put
hardline Zionists occupy key
broadcast what is least likely to
under threat of extradition for
positions
at
the
top
and
middle
upset the Zionist lobby, but it is
reporting information whose
truthfulness has not even been levels of the corporation, as well also deadly afraid of what the
as at the shop-floor level, by
Daily Mail might say about its
challenged.
which I mean the people who
output. Very often, and by that I
select what to publish or
mean almost on a daily basis,
Sadly, this danger is heightened broadcast on a daily basis and one would hear senior managers
under the present toxic political who provide editorial steer to
ask at the morning agendaatmosphere in Britain, as
journalists. This has been widely setting editorial meetings, “What
demonstrated by its purging of a publicised and has been in the would the Daily Mail say about
major political party and its
public domain for some time
that?” Invariably, they would
tolerance for abuse of its judicial
choose what is least likely to be
12
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picked up and criticised by the themselves freely and
By Mark Taliano
Daily Mail. Please remember,
critically?
this is a public broadcaster that
is funded by taxpayers (yes, the
The lies, the omissions, the false
License Fee is a tax) and is
A: I worked for the BBC’s
equivalencies, the fabricated
supposed to “Educate, Inform
and Entertain”, not propagandise English-language outlets as an narratives, all grow there, mostly
editor and senior editor for 35 undetected.
on behalf of Israel.
years. Since the early 1990s
there has been growing
In Western books promoted by
Q: Some of the so-called
intolerance of criticism of
Western publishers we read
Labour ‘Whistleblowers’ were
editorial management decisions, about Bana Alabed and “White
exposed by Al Jazeera as
even in internal forums which Helmet Saviours” but it isn’t the
Israeli Lobby assets. Is it
internal BBC propaganda claims truth either. It is vile war
possible that the BBC was so
are meant for staff to speak
propaganda.
bold as to interview these
freely. This applies across the
characters hoping that no one
board on all matters. But
would notice or was it simply
When we accept the War Lies as
certainly with regard to Israel
a matter of a clumsy decision
and Zionism, any questioning of the Truth, as so many of us do
making? Can the BBC match
BBC impartiality would attract now and so many have done in
the journalistic dedication of
accusations of anti-Semitism and the past, we become easily
organisations such as RT or Al
would certainly spell the end of manipulated cogs in an
Jazeera?
apparatus of deception. And we
one’s career, no matter how
privately and confidentially such become complicit in the vast
crimes waged in our names.
A: There is no chance
criticism is conveyed.
whatsoever that the BBC would
do anything approximating Al
In opposition to Western
Jazeera TV’s programme on
governments and their agencies,
Israeli infiltration of the Labour
is the “Axis of Resistance”, that
Party. The BBC is institutionally
defends and upholds the rule of
pro-Zionist and institutionally
international law and the
spineless.
inviolability of nation-state

Do You Choose
the Truth or War
Propaganda?
Your Choice
Makes a
Difference

sovereignty.

Q: You worked in the
corporation for 35 years, did
If Westerners were to free
Source:
you notice a deterioration in
https://www.globalresearch.ca/do-you- themselves from the Press and
the quality of people hired?
choose-truth-war-propaganda-your- scrape off the layers of war
Was there a change in
choice-makes-difference/5684323 propaganda, they would recall
employees’ attitudes and their
that it is the West that is waging
willingness to express
a publicly- proclaimed Regime
13
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Change war against Syria. Syria
is not waging a war of
aggression against us. Syria and
its allies are acting within the
framework of international law.
The West is not. The West
rejects international law as
policy.

‘Wrong victims’ of
Syria war left
voiceless by
mainstream
media, condemn
West for their
suffering

The truth about Syria shines
brightest when Syrians
Source: https://www.rt.com/opthemselves speak. They are the
ed/464752-syria-victims-condemnones on the front lines,
west-suffering/
combatting Western terrorism
and barbarism, and ignorance,
and stupidity. They are the
By Vanessa Beeley
heroes and heroines of the ongoing Western imposed
In 2005, playwright Harold
catastrophe – whether the history Pinter’s Nobel Prize acceptance
books tell us so or not.
speech sent shock waves around
In the interview conducted by
Vanessa Beeley
(https://youtu.be/oPHF6E7yWo
Y), the evidence-based Truth
shines brightly for all who care
to listen. Throughout the
interview, Dr. Issam Hawsheh,
Director of Al Sqeilbiyyeh
National Hospital, describes the
impacts of the criminal
economic warfare that the West
wages against Syria and Syrians.
He describes the atrocities that
Western-supported terrorists
inflict on Syrians, and he
assesses the war propaganda
against Syria.

groups are a cancer that the
Syrian Arab Army and the
people of Syria have been
battling to contain and cauterise
before it spreads to the rest of
the world. The gangrene can be
perceived as the trauma, the
effects of this externallyfomented conflict upon the
Syrian people.

No war is without victims, but in
the West we only hear about the
right kind of victims, those that
squeeze into the narrow, monodimensional frame of the Syrian
conflict. A frame manufactured
by the ruling globalists and their
PR cohorts in their aligned
media institutions who have
the ruling establishment. During willingly provided the coverage
the speech, Pinter described the that conceals the obscene crimes
US strategy of “low intensity” of their own governments while
inventing slogans to criminalise
conflict:
the Syrian government and
allies.
“Low intensity conflict means
that thousands of people die but
slower than if you dropped a During my trips to Syria, I have
bomb on them in one fell swoop. been able to interview a number
It means that you infect the of survivors and relatives of
heart of the country, that you victims of many of the terrorist
establish a malignant growth attacks in different areas of Syria
and watch the gangrene bloom.” throughout the more than eight
years of brutal war waged
against these people.
The West established the
malignant growth in Syria and
the wider region, the terrorist
14
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Habib Raaed’s son was
instinctively denied his existence though, at certain times, terrorist
murdered in June 2014.
and therefore his death. Elias
groups were within 300 meters
Terrorists embedded in the
was the wrong kind of victim, he of the club, stalking and preying
Damascus suburbs and
was among those who were
upon a community considered
countryside of Eastern Ghouta destined to be dehumanised,
legitimate targets by these
targeted the Al Thawra sports
diminished to “supporters of the extremist, sectarian savages.
club and basketball court with Syrian government” and thus
Salam also spoke about the
mortars. Three children were
dismissed, reduced to nonresilience of the Syrian people,
murdered in this attack. Habib’s people by a media intent on
the solidarity with the Syrian
son Elias, Maya Wahbeh and
amplifying only the narratives Arab Army considered family by
Robert Qoozma whose legs were and incidents that served their these besieged minorities.
amputated in the French
state agenda in Syria, even if
Hospital – he later died from his those narratives were
We have to ask the question – if
awful wounds on 3 July 2014. questionable in the extreme and Western media had given airtime
often unverified.
to these passionate, patriotic
I spoke with Habib in July 2019,
he told me:
Habib told me that the
governments and media in the
“My son, from when he was West were collaborating to
born until the day of the attack, destroy Syria and to enable the
he never hurt anyone, he never murder of his son and hundreds
of thousands of innocents across
insulted anyone… he was
playing basketball in this court Syria – “none of them
where we are, he was hit by a (governments and media) have
shell from those monsters – the any morals [...] morals were lost
monsters created by the hostile and conscience died – the
nations – he (my son) was killed journalists sold their
with two of his friends, many conscience.”
were injured, his sister was next
to him but she couldn’t save him, Salam Alawi, the president of Al
she couldn’t do anything for Thawra club, also spoke to me
him.”
of the 2014 tragedy. She broke
down in tears as she
remembered the tragic events
His son was effectively
and the collective grief of the
murdered twice. Once by the
children and parents. Despite
terrorist groups and then
secondly by Western media who this, the community refused to
leave their neighborhood even
15

voices, would public consent
have been tacitly given for a new
round of Western military
adventurism with horrific
consequences for another target
nation? Salam’s testimony
decries the Western illusion of
“democracy” and calls out the
“humanitarian” intervention as
false, her words will never be
heard in the West because they
contradict everything we have
been told about the Syrian
“conflict” since 2011.
Also in 2014, George Ibrahim
and his now 14-year-old son,
Jean, went through the trauma of
another terrorist attack upon Al
Manar elementary school in the
Old City of Damascus, in the
Bab Touma area. This Armenian
Christian school was targeted by
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mortars in April 2014. As the
children were sitting and
gathering in the playground in
the morning before classes
began at 8am, a mortar struck
the heart of the courtyard – 9year-old Jean was suddenly
caught up in unimaginable
carnage.

wounds, but he could not find
managed to spin the story away
his son anywhere, his panic was from condemnation of terrorist
overwhelming. In fact, although attacks and dishonestly in the
grievously injured, Jean had
direction of Syrian government
somehow managed to stagger to responsibility.
the school entrance and had been
bundled into the first ambulance When George and Jean agreed to
by the SAA soldiers who had
talk to me about the attack five
rushed to help the children.
years later, in the same school
When George finally found his courtyard where the blood of
son, it was in the nearby French innocents had been shed, they
Hospital where Jean begged his both broke down as the
father to “not let him die.”
nightmarish memories surfaced

Jean witnessed his best friend,
Sinan Mtanious, murdered in
front of him – the shrapnel
passed through his neck, killing
and opened wounds that had
him instantly. Another child,
In an interview with local media, never been allowed to heal.
Lauren Bashour, lost her legs in Jean later demanded to know
the attack according to the
why the terrorists had done this, As Pinter said:
school director, Ghassan Al Issa. why they targeted children in
Ghassan showed me the exact school. Jean warned the
spot the missile struck, on the
terrorists that he “would talk to “When we look into a mirror
we think the image that
steps where children gathered to Jesus and ask him to punish
talk and sit before class. Ghassan them for their crimes” – even at confronts us is accurate. But
move a millimetre and the
said that at least eight children that age, terribly injured and
image changes. We are
suffered severe injuries, the loss traumatised, Jean knew that the
actually looking at a neverof limbs or hands, multiple
Western media (the BBC had
ending range of reflections.
shrapnel wounds as the molten visited the hospital) would not
But sometimes a writer has to
metal scythed through their
condemn this massacre nor
young flesh.
would they headline his appeals smash the mirror – for it is on
for justice – he was not a ‘Bana’ the other side of that mirror
that the truth stares at us.”
or an ‘Omran’ – he was
When George came rushing
back to the school to rescue his altogether the wrong kind of
State-media journalists in the
victim.
son he was confronted with
West have never attempted to
scenes of bloodshed, shock and
horror – he told me that the
Jean was right – despite being in smash the mirror, they have
childrens’ bodies were
Damascus during the attack and presented only one image to the
public in the West, an image that
everywhere, some with limbs
witnessing the savagery of
missing, many bleeding
Western-backed armed gangs, does not change regardless of
the angle it is observed from –
profusely from their open
the BBC’s Lyse Doucet still
16
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this is a criminal
misrepresentation of the
complexities and nuances of the
Syrian conflict and it is the
burial of an entire populace
under the filth of lies, hypocrisy
and deceit.
The voices of the vast majority
of Syrian people who support
their army and her allies in their
historic battle against the
Western-orchestrated wave of
terrorism that has engulfed their
homeland have been buried in a
shallow grave, without any
ceremony or recognition of the
scale of their suffering. These
people have been forced to bury
their children, their mother, their
father, their husband, their
relatives in silence, and then
they too have been entombed by
Western media, condemned to a
lifetime of grief which has never
been given release or relief.
Imagine you lose your entire
family, in many instances
tortured and raped before being
executed by the sectarian armed
gangs that have been allowed to
roam Syria – then you are left
voiceless, your outrage disabled
by Western media, incapacitated
by the Western “humanitarian”
institutions that would suffocate
your appeals for justice. You

have effectively been buried
alive even after your world has
collapsed around you.

citizens, to define the real truth
of our lives and our societies is
a crucial obligation which
devolves upon us all. It is in fact
mandatory. If such a
When we take the time to listen
to the emerging grief and sorrow determination is not embodied
in our political vision we have
expressed by the people who
no hope of restoring what is so
have really endured the effects
nearly lost to us – the dignity of
of this US coalition-proxyman.”
barbarism, we can begin to
comprehend the extent to which All the Syrians I spoke to who
the narrative has been controlled have endured unimaginable
tragedy and loss told me they
by the neocolonialist PR
complex and perception-control would never abandon their
dignity – the dignity of man. It is
managers in the aligned think
our duty to ensure that we, as
tanks and ‘global
journalists, as activists, as
transformation’ institutions.
human beings afford them the
These organisations claim
right to express their outrage and
neutrality or ‘humanitarian’
enable them to be heard. So
drivers for their support of
intervention but effectively only many Syrians have said to me
“even the rocks cry when they
those who reinforce their prewitness what has happened to
established narratives will be
us” – please don’t allow the tears
elevated to media ‘darling’
status. The authentic victims of of an entire nation to be shed in
vain.
this war are marginalised and
“disappeared” from our regional
looking glass.
Pinter warns us, in the closing
statement of his 2005 acceptance
speech:
“I believe that despite the
enormous odds which exist,
unflinching, unswerving, fierce
intellectual determination, as

Iran Faces US
Aggression and
European
Hypocrisy, But
This Time It's
Ready
Source:
https://ahtribune.com/world/northafrica-south-west-asia/iran/3301-us-
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Lagging behind

Facing mounting costs, many
cancer patients, among others
hypocrisy.html
facing life-threatening diseases,
Nevertheless, despite endless
provocations and collaborations, went without medication in
By SEYED MOHAMMAD
the US still finds itself lagging order to spare their loved ones
MARANDI
behind its allies in the realm of from financial destitution. This
is economic terrorism and a war
Western cultural arrogance rears hypocrisy, where the European crime.
its Medusa-like head each time Union and other western regimes
continue to reign supreme.
US President Donald Trump
A tribal integrity
rails about obliterating Iran.
While the US frequently and
erratically turns to crude
Although the European Union
Leaders and politicians of the
aggressiveness, Europeans
formally remained committed to
self-proclaimed free and
passionately engage in endless the nuclear deal, they
civilized world - along with
dialogue, unofficial so-called
demonstrated nonchalance
some human rights
Track II endeavors, and rebuke towards their obligations by
organizations, major media
their "unsophisticated and
permitting each and every
outlets, and state-affiliated
reckless" American allies in
unilateral sanction imposed by
public figures - express their
private and semi-private
Washington to be fully
unique form of collective
conversations with Iranian
implemented across Europe.
inhumanity through absolute
scholars and officials. However,
silence. After all, repeated
when push comes to shove, they Meanwhile, they repeatedly
threats of a nuclear holocaust
faithfully stand by the US.
and genocide by Israeli Prime
warned Iran to fully adhere to its
aggression-and-european-

Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
and Trump are deeply embedded
in western civilization's
centuries-old tradition of
colonization, mass slaughter and
moral absence.

nuclear commitments. Even as
As soon as Trump withdrew
they made a mockery of the
from the nuclear deal, European deal, they audaciously mimicked
Union leaders pleaded for Iran US demands for more nuclear
not to retaliate, promising an
and non-nuclear related
acceptable solution within
concessions; thus, exposing their
weeks. For well over a year,
tribalistic conceptualization of
despite mounting internal
integrity.
The global net of starvation
sanctions, bullying, and military opposition, Iran demonstrated
interventionism led by the US, is strategic patience in the face of a While Iran's patience (combined
constant escalation in the US
glossed over with mammoth
with Trump's brazen behavior)
economic
war
on
the
Iranian
globs of humanitarian jargon and
significantly dented many antipeople.
moral righteousness.
Iranian western narratives, this
was simultaneously
18
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misinterpreted by the Empire as and carefully reflect upon the
a mark of weakness.
future before forging ahead with
plans and provocations to
undermine Iran. In Virgil's
Hence, the upsurge in US
aggressive posturing, ultimately Aeneid, Anchises says to
Aeneas: "Remember, Roman, it
leading to the humiliating
downing of a $200m US drone is for you to rule the nations
in Iranian territorial waters, with with your power, (that will be
your skill) to crown peace with
a $20,000 Iranian-designed
law, to spare the conquered, and
surface-to-air missile.
subdue the proud."

Asymmetrical capabilities
Iran has been constructing a vast
network of underground military
facilities alongside its southern
shores from Iraq to Pakistan in
anticipation of possible western
aggression since the illegal US
occupation of Iraq.

As the downing of the drone has
Ironically, just days before the
demonstrated, it is also
Cultural
chauvinism
aside,
RQ-4A Global Hawk came
empowered with very
during
the
height
of
empire,
crashing down, the US special
sophisticated military
western
powers
have
left
behind
representative to Iran, Brian
capabilities and has both the will
no
legacy
where
subjugated
Hook, in typical orientalist
and means to confidently engage
peoples
were
spared
and
fashion, claimed that Iranians
forcefully with a belligerent
nowhere
have
they
shown
photoshopped images of their
power.
respect
towards
native
defense capabilities.
populations. Thus, there is no
reason to expect that a declining Iran has said that it will confront
Racist disposition
any aggression. Be confident
and desperate empire will
that it will respond to any
conduct itself in a civilized
military strike with a massive
The Iranians and their
manner today.
and disproportionate
resourceful allies have
counterstrike targeting both the
repeatedly demonstrated that
In their incurable ignorance,
they are sophisticated enough to western-affiliated "Iran experts" aggressor and its enablers.
outwit and outmaneuver their
paradoxically claim that the
imperial tormentors across the Iranian "regime" is both
All-out war would mean the
region. However, this particular fanatical and apocalyptic as well obliteration of all oil and gas
technological achievement was as corrupt and self-preserving. installations as well as all oil
not even envisaged in the
While this analysis is far more tankers and cargo ships on both
Eurocentric world of western
sides of the Strait of Hormuz.
self-revelatory than
intelligence services.
enlightening, it is the foundation Under such circumstances, the
closure of the Strait would be a
of a potentially fateful
sideshow.
It is imperative that European
miscalculation.
and American policymakers
confront their racist dispositions
19
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Iranian President Hassan
Rouhani said last month that
Iran does not welcome
confrontation nor does it desire
war. It has, nonetheless, worked
hard to establish military
deterrence specifically to
prevent such circumstances, as
history has shown western
inclination towards violence can
only be constrained through
strength.

Assistant Secretary of State for
African Affairs—tweeted a most
malicious slur against Amhara
people in a naked attempt to
Ethiopian Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed meets further incite tribalism and fan
with arch-globalist French President Emmanuel the flames of hatred that is
threatening to unleash the dark
Macron
forces of sectarianism upon
What you are about to read
Ethiopia. At a time where
should be of concern to you
uncertainty was sweeping across
whether you live in America,
France, Ethiopia or any corner of the country after a supposed
“regional coup d’etat”—which
the world. For there is a
was an outlandish and
nefarious ploy that has been
oxymoronic media narrative
used throughout the ages to
Western establishment
politicians and pundits seem to splinter society into the ghettos being peddled by the Ethiopian
government—there was a oneof imposed identities and
thrill at threatening to send
two punch that pushed Ethiopia
divisive ideologies.
nations back to the stone age.
closer to the brink of
But be sure that if there is war,
conflagration.
this time around Iran and its
What is evident as one scans the
allies will make sure they come media landscape is that the vast
along for the ride.
After Prime Minister Abiy
majority of humanity are
Ahmed leveraged the incidents
suffering under the weight of
in Bahir Dar and Addis Abeba to
financial anxiety and/or
shutter the internet nationally
economic insolvency while a
fraction are living like nobility. and returned to the failed tactics
These things are not happening of Meles Zenawi by targeting
by chance but are a direct result one ethnic group for harassment
of planned chaos. Though this and arrests, Herman Cohen
communique is about my birth stepped in on cue to further
inflame passions. With
land Ethiopia, what I’m
Source:
https://21stcenturywire.com/2019/07/2 outlining herein is applicable in intentional malice, he vilified
2/ethiopia-ethnic-apartheid-and-the- most countries, including right Amhara people and justified
Ahmed’s egregious actions by
here in the United States of
globalist-colonizers-playbook/
putting the target on the backs of
America.
one ethnic group. With that, the
By Teodrose Fikremariam
same person who ushered in the
A couple of weeks ago, Herman
age of TPLF chauvinism started
Cohen—a neocon warmonger
a new day of OLF domination.
who used to be George Bush’s

Ethiopia: Ethnic
Apartheid and the
Globalist
Colonizers’
Playbook
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colonial masters. The tribal
chieftain remains in power and
Cohen turned to the same
playbook of divide and conquer this tribe in power keep their
that colonizers have used since special privileges as long as
the Berlin Conference to pick off colonizers get their pound of
flesh and their metric tons of the
one “African” nation after
country’s treasures.
another and turned once free
people into possessions of
European imperialists. The plan The sad part is that the “special
is always the same; elevate one privileges” accorded to the
tribe and confer to them the
ruling tribe never flows down to
special status of eminence,
the masses of that tribe. The
accord them the prestige of
riches and trappings of class is
power and riches and convince hoarded by a select few within
them that the other tribes are a that tribe while the vast majority
threat to their privileges.
are living in bleakness and
Colonizers pivot and then tell
poverty along with the rest of
the marginalized tribes that their their countrymen who happen to
suffering is due to the excesses be of a different tribe. However,
of the ruling class and condition the elixir of pride and ego is so
them to loath their neighbors and powerful that the poor who have
countrymen.
nothing are willing to die to
defend a system that is
The key is to arm the ruling tribe impoverishing them just to keep
with enough weapons to tip the the stature of being “elites” even
though they have little to
scale of power towards the
nothing to their names. Sound
“elites” while giving the outgroups just enough guns to keep familiar?

ruling class is no more and the
status quo is flipped on its head;
out goes the current dictator and
in comes a new tribal chieftain.
The ethnic group who once
enjoyed a special status are all
the sudden on the out and a new
tribe is chosen to be at the
forefront. Euphoria initially
kicks in as millions of people
who suffered under the boot of
the exiled despot look forward to
a new day of freedoms and
“democracy”. Within short
order, the new leader turns to the
failed tactics of his predecessor
as ethnic politics reemerge and
repression is reborn. The only
difference is who is sitting at the
head of the table; the tribe that
was once on the outside looking
in are all the sudden flush with
money, power and supremacy.
The facade of change takes root
even though globalists continue
to rape and pillage the people
like they have for decades
irrespective of the newest
African leader they prop up.

the nation locked in a perpetual
cycle of conflict and sectarian The minute the tribal ruler does
This is exactly what is taking
strife. The end result is a
something that displeases his
place in Ethiopia at this moment.
government that is tribal first
colonial masters or if the
and is comprised of mostly one situation on the ground becomes After enjoying 27 years of
western backing, the TPLF junta
ethnicity. A leader from that tribe so untenable that a change is
is chosen to become the
needed, in a flash a “revolution” were discarded by globalists and
president or prime minister with breaks out as a new day arrives unceremoniously dumped. In
stepped a charismatic leader
the implicit understanding that by way of tanks and
he is to be the puppet of his
Kalashnikovs. All the sudden the from the Oromo tribe as Ahmed
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promised to undo decades of
TPLF negligence. Using a
million dollar smile, charm that
rivaled Obama and sloganeering
that was as vacuous as Donald
Trump’s tweets, he convinced
tens of millions of Ethiopians
that he was Moses reincarnated
in the 21st century. It took him
less than a year to return to the
same vicious policies of tribal
supremacy and social
stratification that the TPLF
unleashed upon Ethiopia after
they were chosen by European
imperialists at the London
Conference in 1991.

ethnic apartheid rebranded for
the 21st century. Not once did
Ahmed mention the evils of
splintering Ethiopia along ethnic
lines. Not once did Ahmed
discuss the immorality of
building homelands, what the
Afrikaner South African
government use to call
Bantustans, and shattering
society based on tribe. Instead,
Ahmed used flowey rhetoric to
hide his intentions.

His intentions are now coming
into clear focus; the same way
that Meles Zenawi demonized
Amhara and Oromo people,
Ahmed and his colonial backers
like Cohen are vilifying Amhara
and Tigray people. The trick is
to convince enough people that
their suffering is caused not by
the colonial masters who are
Out goes TPLF, in steps in OLF; a new age of
stealing all the resources of the
ethnic hubris is setting in as the virus of
nation or the tribal government
tribalism threatens to disintegrate and induce a
that is allowing the fleecing to
civil war that could shatter the nation like
take place but to castigate a
Yugoslavia.
whole group of people in an
effort to induce social strife and
In hindsight, it all makes sense. displace blame. It works
perfectly all the time too, people
Though Ahmed talked about
would rather aim sideways in
“medemer”, the essence of
building through unity, he never anger instead of looking up to
talked about what he would root find the true source of injustice.
out. Not once did Ahmed talk
about the evils of “ethnic
This is how one African country
federalism”, which is really
after another was colonized; the
22

easiest way to enslave the
masses is for a few to convince
many to fight among
themselves. Lest you think that
this is no concern of yours and
that African issues are the least
of your problems, just look at
what is going on in DC or your
nation’s capital at this exact
moment and you will realize that
this same divide and conquer
playbook is being used where
you live. The tribes here are
“black” vs “white”, liberal vs
conservative and an endless
array of social labels that are
used to Balkanize the people.
We are living in a time where a
few globalists have managed to
indenture almost the whole of
humanity. The reason they are
able to pull of this coup is
because they are united. The
neo-aristocracy don’t bicker
among themselves about race,
gender, religion or ideology;
they have a singular focus which
is money and the means to
accumulate it. As they unite,
they unleash the media-politico
complex that they own against
the rest of us.
People who struggle are
conditioned to despise and fight
others who struggle too. Anger
on top of anger, vengeance upon
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vengeance and hatred in
view “minorities” as the threat in my homeland is coming to the
response to injustice, the
and “minorities” blame “white” rest of the world. Why do you
establishment condition us to
people for injustice. Meanwhile, think Donald Trump is inciting
claw at each other like crabs in a globalists and their politicians, racism and Democrats are
barrel. The end result is
pundits and media personalities responding back to his bigotry
oppression for most and
who are paid by them live like by inducing animosity among
prosperity for a few. The world sultans while humanity is
their followers? They are using
has enough resources to feed and ground into dust.
the same playbook that
sustain all of us, but globalists
European imperialists used to
have no desire for peace on
Eighty three years ago, Emperor colonize Africa and currently
earth, their unending greed
Haile Selassie went before the using to ghettoize Ethiopia with
drives them to manufacture
Ethnic Apartheid. The same fire
League of Nations to plea the
scarcity in order to reap the next case of Ethiopia before the
that they are trying to spark in
marginal dollar. Profit for them, world. While the international Ethiopia will arrive at our
pain for the people.
community watched in silence as doorsteps soon.
The brilliant deception of this
globalist playbook is inducing
factionalism by feeding into our
tribal instincts. The same way
the “privileged” class defend the
status quo even though the vast
majority suffer like the rest,
subterfuge and demonizing
“others” likewise fractures
America along tribal lines. The
“privileged” class in the United
States are “white people”, but
the truth is that most “white”
people are suffering economic
anxieties with the rest of society.
Yet we are so conditioned to
view ourselves through race that
too many end up viewing justice
through tribal prisms. Instead of
uniting to defend our common
interests, we end up fighting
each other as “white” people

Mussolini unleashed a chemical
holocaust against my
grandparent’s generation and
murdered close to a million
Ethiopians, world powers
decided to look the other way.
Selassie warned that the fire that
was engulfing Ethiopia would
arrive at the doorsteps of
Europe. The League of Nations
ignored his pleas; in short order
London, Berlin, Paris and most
of the world burned to the
ground.
Though no king, I too take this
moment to warn of the dangers
that await if we continue down
this path. Ignore the plight of
Ethiopians at your peril. The
same tribalism that is being
induced and the same ethnic
conflict that is being leveraged
23

Six scores and three years ago,
Ethiopians banded together to
repel would be colonizers at the
Battle of Adwa. They did not
focus on ethnicity or their
differences, they united under
one sendek alama (flag) and
fought as Ethiopians against
vicious invaders. What we need
more than ever is an Adwa
Awakening, a movement that is
built not on our differences but
on our commonalities of pains
and aspirations as human beings.

Teaching
Holocaust
Source:
http://www.unz.com/pgiraldi/teachingholocaust/
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By Philip Giraldi

A friend of mine recently
commented that if the current
trend to reduce the study of
history in schools to easily
digestible politically correct
soundbites that are being
successfully pushed by social
justice warriors continues, we
will soon be limited to
discussing how horrible slavery
was, the Stonewall Inn riots and
the so-called holocaust. Indeed,
it seems that those who
complain the loudest are the
only ones listened to and no one
complains more often or at
greater volume than American
Jewish groups intent on
preserving the benefits that are
derived from always being able
to claim their perpetual
victimhood.
Recent media accounts from
Florida detail how low
pandering to Israeli and Jewish
interests can go. A high school
principal identified as Dr.
Willian Latson was removed
from his position after he
revealed to a parent that he
considered the holocaust to be a
belief and not a demonstrated
fact. According to statement
made by the school district, the
action was taken “out of an

abundance of concern” for
students and staff after Latson
had “made a grave error in
judgment.” It added that “In
addition to being offensive, the
principal’s statement is not
supported by either the School
District Administration or the
School Board.”

school has a “variety of
activities” for holocaust
education but “Not everyone
believes the Holocaust
happened. And you have your
thoughts, but we are a public
school and not all of our parents
have the same beliefs.” He
added that an educator has “the
role to be politically neutral but
support all groups in the
The story took place in the
School District of Palm Beach school… I can’t say the
Holocaust is a factual, historical
County. Latson, now the exprincipal of Spanish River High event because I am not in a
position to do so as a school
School in West Palm Beach,
district employee.”
presided over his school in a
heavily Jewish district that
includes Boca Raton. Latson is After the emails were revealed
currently being considered for to school officials, presumably
reassignment by the school
by the parent, a year-long
district though there are have
investigation commenced in
also been recurring calls from
which Latson apologized for
county and state legislators to
having caused offense, saying
fire him, which will undoubtedly his emails “did not accurately
occur.
reflect my professional and
personal commitment to
The tale is somewhat convoluted educating all students about the
atrocities of the Holocaust.” The
and there are some
school board initially ruled that
disagreements about what
actually took place, but it goes he had not done anything
basically like this: roughly one meriting disciplinary action or a
year ago a high school parent, reprimand, but the story did not
end there. Simultaneously, an
unidentified but presumably
Jewish, emailed Latson asking online petition which eventually
included 6,000 signatures was
him to confirm that holocaust
education was a top priority in initiated demanding Latson’s
replacement and he was
Spanish River H.S. He
subsequently removed from his
responded by email that the
24
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position. The school board
officials justified their change of
course by citing his apparent
unwillingness to comply with
instructions, stating that they
previously had ordered him to
“expand the Holocaust
curriculum at Spanish River and
ordered him to spend ‘several
days at the United States
Holocaust Museum to increase
his personal knowledge.’”

mistakes. Given that he cannot
take responsibility for his
actions, Latson should resign,
and if not we believe the district
should end his employment.”

officially banning “antiSemitism” in Florida public
schools, said “the law does not
allow a Holocaust-denier to
serve as a public school
principal.” In a publish
The two state officials, Senator statement he expanded on that
Kevin Rader and Representative point, writing that “antiTina Polsky issued a statement Semitism by public employees
saying “By his latest email, Dr. in our K-20 public education
system must be treated the same
Latson has shown no remorse
for his actions and we call on the as racism.”

district to immediately terminate
Latson responded that his emails him.”
The controversy inadvertently
and comments were not
revealed the extent to which
“accurately relayed” to the
state law now requires the
The publication of Latson’s
media: “I have been reassigned comments also unleashed heavy holocaust to be taught in all
to the district office due to a
criticism from a broad range of Florida public schools.
statement that was not accurately other Florida public officials.
Ironically, Spanish River High
relayed to the newspaper by one Governor Ron DeSantis, who
has one of the country’s most
of our parents. It is unfortunate calls himself the most pro-Israel rigorous holocaust education
that someone can make a false governor in American, joined in programs with the subject being
statement and do so
taught both in ninth- and 10thwith “Look, to act like the
anonymously and it holds
Holocaust is a matter of debate, I grade English classes as well as
credibility but that is the world mean, is just absurd.”
a component of both U.S. and
we live in.”
world history. There is also an
elective course as well regular
Senator Rick Scott called
holocaust assemblies for the
His statement implicitly blaming Latson’s comments antia school parent generated new Semitism and tweeted that the entire school featuring keynote
speakers. After the Latson
problems for Latson with two
“fact that someone charged with controversy started, the school
Palm Beach County state
educating children would be
district required all 10th graders
lawmakers and the Antiunable to speak unequivocally to read “Night” by Elie Wiesel.
Defamation League (ADL)
on the realities & horrors of the There are now plans to add
calling for his firing because he holocaust is incredibly
multiple annual assemblies for
had not groveled sufficiently.
concerning.” Jewish State
students in every grade in the
ADL stated that “ADL had
Representative Randy Fine, who school district this year.
hoped his apology was sincere recently introduced legislation
and Latson could learn from his
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So, if you go to school in Florida want to stay employed. Books
your English and history courses like Wiesel’s “Night” are largely
will be about the holocaust and works of fiction. The narrative
you will have to attend holocaust exists to perpetuate the belief in
assemblies just in case some
Jewish suffering, which brings
alleged atrocity has not been
with it a number of practical
described extensively enough in advantages. First, it is regularly
class. Well, when does it end? deployed to excuse the horrific
When does the almost incessant treatment of the Palestinian
pandering to Zionists and Jewish people by Israel – Jewish
groups become too much for the suffering means that the creation
deliberately kept-in-ignorance of a homeland is a debt that all
American public to tolerate?
the world owes to the Jews
without regard to what has been
The so-called holocaust was an done to the area’s other
historical event that took place inhabitants. Second, guilt over
the alleged holocaust means that
in Europe seventy-five years
reparations from countries
ago. It has an established but
involved must be continued
very debatable narrative that
pretty much has been contrived indefinitely. Currently the Poles
are resisting new Jewish claims
over the past fifty years for
political reasons, see Professor while the Germans have been
Norman Finkelstein’s brilliant paying for years. It is now being
deconstruction of it in his book asserted that the descendants of
so-called holocaust survivors
“The Holocaust Industry:
Reflections on the Exploitation have been genetically
psychologically damaged, in the
of Jewish Suffering.” Those
inconsistencies in the holocaust womb as it were, so reparations
will presumably continue
story and its general lack of
credibility may have been what forever.

to needless wars. One might well
ask, when confronted by the
taxpayer funded holocaust
museums that appear to spring
up like mushrooms, why so
much interest in a possible crime
that has nothing to do with the
United States? Where are the
museums and courses in Florida
schools discussing the mass
killing that happened on our own
shores, the genocide of the
native Americans?

Lest we forget, the holocaust
industry operates everywhere in
America, particularly in the
education system. Eight states
already have laws mandating
holocaust education (California,
New York, New Jersey, Rhode
Island, Florida, Illinois, Indiana
and Michigan) and there is
considerable pressure to make it
universal in the United States.
An alarmed World Jewish
Congress (WJC) is urging
required holocaust education for
everyone everywhere “citing
statistics from a 2018 poll
Latson was referring to.
revealing half of millennials
Third, holocaust guilt is used in can’t name a single Nazi
The imposed holocaust narrative the United States to counter any concentration camp.”
criticism of what Israel and
is full of holes and
contradictions in terms of who Jewish groups are up to, as they A currently circulating WJC
use their wealth and access to
was killed and how, but it is
petition in Congress expresses
power
to
corrupt
America’s
impossible for genuine
concern over the rise in antiinstitutions
and
drive
the
country
academics to critique it if they
Semitism, with a warning that
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“the horrors of the Holocaust are
fading from our collective
memory…” A bill to brainwash
students so they will not forget,
‘The Never Again Education
Act’, is currently making the
rounds in the House of
Representatives. It would make
holocaust study mandatory in
public schools and set up a
Department of Education
program that would train
teachers to properly instruct
students about the story of
Jewish suffering.

unemployable because he spoke extremely disadvantageous to
the truth, a lesson to all of us
the Saudis’ strategic objectives
that one must never cross the red in the conflict and will likely
lines established by the wielders lead to the Kingdom scrambling
of Jewish power in America.
for a “face-saving” exit of its
One might reasonably currently own.
expect that serial pedophile
Jeffrey Epstein will use the
Nobody’s won the War on
holocaust get-out-of-jail-free
Yemen (except for maybe the
card in his defense, claiming that Southern Transitional Council),
his recollection of the event has but that doesn’t mean that they
so traumatized him that he did lost, either, except for Saudi
bad things that he would not
Arabia. The Ansar Allah
have otherwise considered. Poor (“Houthis”) administer the most
Jeffrey. He has suffered so
demographically and
much.
economically important part of

Yes, the “Never Again Education
the country even though they
Act” will soon be sucking up
failed to take control of the
taxpayer money like an
state’s entire territory, while the
enormous vacuum cleaner and
UAE obtained invaluable
creating lots of new jobs for
experience managing mercenary
holocaust instructors, who will,
groups and also acquired several
of course, all be Jewish. Public
regional bases throughout the
schools will be teaching the next
course of its campaign, to say
Source:
generation about what a great
nothing of the rising South
https://www.globalresearch.ca/war- Yemeni proxy state that they’re
place Israel is and how the
yemen-just-went-bad-worse-saudi- largely responsible for creating.
holocaust justifies vigilant
arabia/5684279
groups like AIPAC and ADL,
Saudi Arabia, meanwhile, is less
though it will not mention how
secure than it was at the onset of
they have corrupted the U.S.
the conflict now that the Ansar
government and turned
Allah’s military capabilities have
America’s foreign policy into an
evolved to the point of enabling
Israeli wag-the-dog. But who’s
them to regularly bomb the
complaining? It’s good for the
Kingdom’s territory, and it’s
Jews, isn’t it?
dangerously falling into the trap
By Andrew Korybko
of “mission creep” by seeking to
The UAE’s large-scale military replace some of the withdrawn
So Dr. William Latson will be
drawdown in Yemen is
Emirati units with its own.
unemployed and possibly

The War on
Yemen Just Went
from Bad to
Worse for Saudi
Arabia
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Recycled Lies
About Iran

Saudis since their defeat is
visible for the entire world to
Saudi Arabia has hitherto
see. The world’s largest weapons
eschewed any significant
Source:
purchaser was unable to dislodge
involvement on the ground in
https://21stcenturywire.com/2019/07/2
a group of rebels from the
favor of more safely bombing
2/trump-state-department-big-liestargets from the air, but its ally’s neighboring state in which it
about-iran/
traditionally wielded
military drawdown is
compelling it take a more direct domineering influence for
decades despite spending
role in the conflict. This is a
hundreds of billions of dollars
mistake since the Kingdom
attempting to do so. Its main
cannot possibly hope to make
progress in the war on its own if ally, the UAE, has left it high
it was unable to do so when the and dry in pursuit of its own
interests mainly having to do
UAE and the Emirate’s much
By Stephen Lendman
more numerous mercenary allies with restoring its reputation after
were fighting on the ground on it was besmirched through its
leading involvement in what’s Like the White House, war
Riyadh’s behalf. It appears as
since become the world’s worst department, other US agencies
though MBS isn’t quite sure
and establishment media, the
what to do in this scenario which humanitarian crisis. Saudi
State Department is a lying
Arabia is now forced to
seemingly caught him by
machine — especially under
scramble for its own “facesurprise so he’s reacting as
expected and diving deeper into saving” exit as well, though that neocon extremists Pompeo and
might no longer be possible after Hillary when she was in charge.
the quagmire instead of
the obviousness of its strategic
extricating himself from it.
Nevertheless, it appears to only defeat. Although some might
still look to Saudi Arabia as the
be a matter of time before his
country realizes the inevitability leader of the “Ummah” for
of a “compromise” solution to reasons of religious symbolism,
few would consider it the
the conflict, one which will
probably recognize the de-facto community’s geopolitical leader
restoration of North and South after the War on Yemen.
Yemen’s independence through a
“federalized” arrangement as the
most realistic outcome of the
war.
In any case, it’s impossible to
spin the war as a success for the

Trump’s
Propaganda Mill:
State
Department’s
28

Both figures vie for which one
operated more ruthlessly and
recklessly as chief US diplomat
in name only.
Pompeo’s State Department puts
out “this week in Iran policy”
disinformation and bald-faced
Big Lies.
On Friday, he lied claiming
Trump is “prepared to negotiate
with no preconditions and sit
down and talk about the terror
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activity, the missile program, the UAS to ensure the safety of the in the face of the UN Charter
nuclear program as well,”
ship and its crew” — falsely
and aims of most nations to
adding:
claiming the drone was downed. engage cooperatively with others
on the world stage.
“I hope that the Islamic Republic On Friday, Iran’s IRGC released
of Iran leadership, the Ayatollah video footage taken by the drone The US, especially under
in particular, will take this
in question while monitoring the Trump, is a sanctioning
opportunity to solve this in a
USS Boxer in the Hormuz Strait, machine, militarizing this action
way that is diplomatic.”
returning to base unharmed, its illegally against nations, entities,
images preserved, exposing
and individuals it doesn’t
control.
Fact: Diplomacy is a lost art in Trump’s Big Lie claim about
downing the UAV, repeated by
the Washington, long ago
Pompeo’s State Department.
abandoned, unacceptable
Pompeo said a senior Hezbollah
demands and brute force
replacing it.

External Security Organization
On Friday, officials of the Trump official was sanctioned —
regime’s state and war
falsely and ludicrously claiming
departments met with their
it was “for perpetrating and
Fact: Since Iran’s 1979
plotting terrorist attacks in the
revolution, ending a generation imperial counterparts from
of US-installed fascist tyranny, dozens of other nations, seeking Western hemisphere.”
Republicans and undemocratic to build an anti-Iran coalition on
Dems have been and continue to the phony pretext of
Hezbollah is a democratically
“safeguarding
freedom
of
be hellbent for returning the
elected part of Lebanon’s
navigation
and
maritime
security
country to US vassal state status
government, its military wing
in
the
Middle
East.”
— along with gaining control
exclusively for defense, its
over its vast oil and gas reserves.
forces aiding neighboring Syria
They got few if any takers for
combat US-supported ISIS and
other terrorists, a noble
Pompeo lied claiming an Iranian the hostile initiative to stoke
regional conflict against
undertaking, wanting the
drone “closed within a
threatening range” of the USS nonbelligerent Iran. The Trump scourge eliminated and kept
regime may be left with a
from spreading cross-border to
Boxer in the Persian Gulf —
Lebanon.
over 7,000 miles from the US, coalition of one in pursuing
operating in waters where no US possible war on the country.
warships belong.
He lied saying the
(unthreatened) “ship took
defensive action against the

The State Department falsely
Hostile US actions against non- accused Iran and Hezbollah of
threatening nations make more involvement in the 1994 attack
enemies than friends. Belligerent on the Argentine-Israelite
US policy with no end of it flies Mutual Association (AMIA) —
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killing scores, injuring many
others.

war on the country without
declaring it, goading Damascus
US unilaterally imposed
sanctions on Iran, other nations, to respond defensively to
escalate aggression more than
A White House statement lied entities, and individuals
claiming “Hizballah—an Iranian flagrantly breach international already.
proxy designated by the United law — what Trump, Pompeo,
Bolton, other regime hardliners, One day the Jewish state may
States as a Foreign Terrorist
and imperial press agent media pay a major price for its decades
Organization—bombed the”
never explain.
AMIA.
of Nuremberg-level high crimes.
So-called Middle East terrorist They’re virtually always
The same goes for the US.
groups infiltrating Latin America imposed on nonbelligerent
don’t exist. A pre-Trump State targets — while the world’s
Department report contradicted leading state sponsor of
terrorism USA and its imperial
the Pompeo one.
partners remain unacceptable for
the highest of high crimes
Iran, Hezbollah, Hamas, and
against peace.
other imperial adversaries are
falsely accused of all sorts of
The US and its killing machine
things they had nothing to do
with. On July 18, Pompeo said partners represent an
unparalleled threat to humanity
the following: “As part of our
maximum pressure campaign, — nation state equivalents of
mad dog monsters.
the US sanctioned a global

Pirate Nation:
Why Britain
Hijacked Iranian
Ship on Behalf of
Washington

network of companies and
agents that procured materials A Final Comment
for Iran’s nuclear program. The
world’s leading sponsor of
Netanyahu regime official
terrorism should not be
Tzachi Hanegbi boasted that
enriching uranium.”
“Israel is the only country in the
world that has been killing
Indeed! “The world’s leading
Iranians for two years now.”
(US, UK, French, Israeli state)
sponsor(s) of terrorism should
Along with assassinating Iranian
not be enriching uranium.” Nor
nuclear scientists, the IDF has
should their menacing nuclear
been terror-bombing Syrian sites
arsenals go unchallenged.
for years, waging preemptive
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Source:
https://21stcenturywire.com/2019/07/1
6/british-hijack-iranian-ship-anotherday-another-provocation/

By Tony Cartalucci

Had Iran openly hijacked a
vessel of any nation, for any
reason, plying through waters
anywhere on Earth, the US and

THE CRITICAL THINKING TIMES
its allies would immediately cite Gibraltarian police intercepted
it as a provocation toward war.
the vessel, believed to be
carrying 2m barrels of oil, in a
In fact, even without evidence, dramatic manoeuvre Spain said
had been conducted at the
suspiciously timed attacks
request of the US.
carried out last month on tankers

presence gives the UK a choke
point over the Strait of Gibraltar
and all shipping passing through
it.

The fact that the British are
passing through the Persian Gulf
using the disputed territory of
were cited by Washington and The article would quote the
Gibraltar to hijack ships or that
London as a pretext for
British ambassador to Iran who the London Guardian is trying to
increased pressure on Tehran
claimed:
depict it as an operation
despite the attacks appearing
[The UK] welcomes this firm undertaken while “working with
staged by the West itself.
the Gibraltarian police” – when
action by the Gibraltarian
the “Gibraltarian police” are
authorities.
nothing more than functionaries
Now in a display once again
As to why the UK believed it
representing London itself –
illustrating just who the actual was justified to hijack the
provide a clear illustration of
menace is to global peace and Iranian tanker – the article
stability, the British have openly would cite “sanctions against the how foreign policy, media, and
– even proudly – hijacked a ship regime of Bashar al-Assad” the crimes against international law
are being coordinated, justified,
carrying Iranian oil allegedly
UK and EU placed on Syria –
bound for Syria.
which are in themselves illegal and sold to the public by
Washington and London.
and an act of war.
The Guardian’s article, “Iran
Stealing Ships from Stolen While Iran has regularly
fury as Royal Marines seize
Land to Enforce Illegal threatened to impede shipping
tanker suspected of carrying oil
through the Stait of Hormuz in
Sanctions
to Syria,” would report:
retaliation to Western military
aggression – it has never acted
Royal Marines have helped seize The UK’s presence in Gibraltar upon these threats – reserving
an Iranian supertanker
itself is a point of contention
them as a means of last resort.
suspected of carrying oil to between London and Madrid.
Syria off the coast of Gibraltar,
escalating tensions between the Spain does not recognize British The British and Americans – on
the other hand – have literally
UK and Tehran as the
claims over the tiny piece of
agreement aimed at halting land located at the furthest tip of implicated themselves in
disrupting “freedom of
Iran’s nuclear programme
the Iberian Peninsula. The
navigation.”
unravels.
British presence is one of its
A detachment of nearly 30
many holdovers from its
British troops working with the imperialist past. The British
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The US and UK both pose as
admitted it is trying to goad Iran
international arbiters and
into war.
underwriters of what they call
“the freedom of navigation” of Sanctions, Western-sponsored
the world’s seas. They regularly terrorism aimed at Iranian
accuse nations like China of
territory itself, and provocations
impeding such “freedom” in the – like the recent hijacking of an
South China Sea – using these Iranian tanker – all aimed at
accusations as an excuse to build Tehran – are moves seeking to
up a military presence off
trigger a response from Iran that
China’s shores – thousands of
will justify even wider Western
miles from their own shores.
economic sanctions and military

The countervailing multipolar
order emerging across Eurasia
has an opportunity to oppose this
flagrant provocation – not
merely on Iran’s behalf – but to
erode the impunity that will
allow the US and UK to target
the ships of other nations in a
similar fashion if afforded
impunity to do so to Iran now.

For Tehran, it will need to
They have also regularly cited aggression.
continue exhibiting “maximum
Iran’s “threats” to shipping
patience” while enduring
through the Strait of Hormuz as
And if Iran fails to provide such Washington and London’s
another reason Iran should be
“maximum pressure” campaign
a provocation, one might be
further pressured, sanctioned,
– avoiding the traps both have
staged and blamed on Iran
and its government ultimately
laid out for Tehran as they
anyway.
removed from power.
attempt to bait the nation into
war and change their failing
These are the actions of outlaw fortunes in the Middle East and
Yet by hijacking Iranian ships,
nations presiding over a fading around the globe.
or likewise intercepting North
international order – one fading
Korean vessels, or the ships of
specifically because it is so
any nation based on sanctions
transparently unjust, lopsided, The British – still a thorn in the
unilaterally and illegally
side of global peace and stability
and disruptive toward global
imposed by Washington,
stability. It has persisted for so despite losing most of its empire
London, and Brussels implicates
long solely through the maxim – presents us with a preview of
the West themselves as the
what to expect from America
of “might makes right.”
primary threat to the very
even long after it fades as sole
“freedom of navigation” of the
global hegemon. Learning to put
The
British
stealing
ships
from
world’s seas they claim to
the UK’s recent provocations in
stolen land to enforce illegal
uphold.
check now will help develop the
sanctions is a vulgar display of tools necessary to put in check
“might makes right,” but one
its future provocations – and
Provoking War
that may possibility be reaching those the US will find itself also
From Western policy think tanks its expiration.
depending on more and more
to policymakers and politicians
often in the future.
themselves – the West has all but
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